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ABSTRACT

Integrated demuItiplexers and other DWDM components can be fabricated fiom
optical waveguides. In particular, DWDM demultiplexers can be fabricated from silicon
oxynitride optical waveguides.

Optical attenuation and polarkation-dependent

propagation are two properties of the optical waveguides that affect the performance of
the integrated component. In this thesis, we studied how an externally applied stress can
be used to reduce the polarization dependence in silicon oxynitride optical waveguides.
We introduce external stress (strain) into optical waveguides of Our devices by
bending the underlying substrate. Either compressive or tensile stress can be introduced
in a direction that is either parallel or perpendicular to the direction of optical
propagation. Stress is related to the propagation constant (Le., the wavevector) via the
photo-elastic tensor.

The tensor elements are known for silica glass at an optical

wavelength of 633 nrn, and these values are used as an initial estimate for the values of
silicon oxynitride. The magnitude of the effect depends on whether or not the electric
field is coincident with the anis of deformation, consequently, transverse-electnc (TE)

and transverse-magnetic (TM) polarized light are affected differently by the stress. The
difference in the shifi of the index of refraction of the TM polarization relative to the TE
polarization is called stress birefringence. With no stress appiied, the effective index of
the TE mode is different from the effective index of the TM mode - an effect called
"waveguide birefringence".

By combining stress birefnngence with waveguide

birefringence, the total birefringence may either be increased or decreased.

An integrated optical demultiplexer is an ideal device for the measurement for

birefnngence. We used an integated optical demultiplexer and a tunable laser t o measure
the stress-induced change of the effective index in our optical waveguides. We have
demonstrated that the application of stress can be used to decrease the birefnngence by
30% or to increase it by 90%.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION
1.1 WAVELENGTH-DIVISION MULTIPLEXING (WDM) SYSTEM

In the late 1WOs, the rapid growth in use of phones, faxes and home offices, and the
advent of the computer networks, the Intemet and World Wide Web have drastically
increased the demand for the large transmission capacity of telecommunication system.
Laying more optical fiber between high t r a c centers can solve the bandwidth shortage
obviously: however, it is a very costly undertaking which causes the problerns of the land
owner-ship, layinç new infrastructure and maintenance etc.. A new technology that has
emerged in the last four to five years is Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) which
is a very promising solution for increasing capacity on telecommunication links. A WDM
system can be compared to a highway transportation system that has multiple lanes for
traffic- i t provides multiple wavelengths to cany optical signals simultaneously through a
fiber (Diana, 1997).

Figure 1.1 is a fundamental configuration for WDM transmission. In a WDM
transmission system, every data Stream is transmitted using a unique modulated camer
wavelength. The signals are multiplexed by a multiplexer (MUX) at the switch and
transmitted simultaneously down the fiber iink to the next switch where the signals are
demultiplexed by a demultiplexer ( D m and rerouted to their destinations. Both dense
and nondense WDM systems have specific system ap2lications. Dense WDM (DWDM) is
charactenzed by wavelength spacings or, the order of 1 nrn. Nondense WDM is directed
to point-to-point transmission systems typically using two, four or eight wavelengths
separated by several tens or hundreds of nanometers (J.J. Pan, 1994)

Receivers

Figure 1.1 A Fundamental Configuration Tor a WDM Transmission System.
At the trnnsmitter side, a wavelength multiplexer is used to combine the signals

from lasers operating at different wavelengths. The combined signals are launched
into the fiber and at the receiver side, a wavelength demultiplexer is used to separate
them again and to couple them to photodiodes.
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There are several key elements to a WDM system, the optical fibers, the light
sources, the optical amplifiers, the receivers and the multi/demultiplexers.

LOptical Fibers

In WDM systems, fiber type lirnits the total amount of data that may be transmitted, the
rate at which it is transmitted, and how often the signal has to be regenerated due to losses
in the fiber. Generally, there are two main types of fibers currently in use in (long haul)
telecommunications networks.

One is conventional fiber called nondispersion-shified

single mode fiber that has zero dispersion in the transmission window of 1310 nm, which
were designated as G.652 fibers by ITU (International Telecornmunication Union).
Another kind fiber is dispersion-shifted (G.653)that has zero dispersion at approximately
1550 nm. Also, a new kind of fiber has been developed as non-zero dispersion shifted

fiber (ITU. G655)which is preferred for dense WDM systems (Ghislain, 2000).

2. Light Sources

The wavelength of light source in a WDM system should be tuned into ITU grids, in
which the center of a channel wavelength is seiected from a grid of frequencies referenced

to 193.1 THz and spaced every 100 GHz (0.8 nmj. Currently, the most common optical
sources are distributed-feedback (DFB) laser diodes with direct amplitude modulation
(Jorge, 1997). Distributed Bragg-reflector @BR) lasers are also used, and other light
sources such as far electro-absorption modulator and Mach-Zehnder modulator integrated
LDs have been developed as well (Mto, 2000). Since wavelength stability is a big concem

of the light source in WDM system, decreasing the wavelength deviation coming from the
production process, temperature fluctuation and feedback effect etc. is very important.

3. Optical Amplifiers

Optical amplifiers are used as repeaters to ampli@ signals and counteract attenuation that
occurs in long-distance optical communication network. Uniike conventional lightwave
repeaters which need opto-electronic conversion and subsequent electronic amplification,
optical amplifiers can ampli@ lightwave signals directly without converting them to
electronic pulses. Principally, these amplifiers work as lasers which consist of a short
length of optical fiber containing a low concentration of erbium ions and a semiconductor
laser that excites these ions to provide gain in the 1550 nm wavelength region (Randy,
1996).

There are three main types of optical amplifiers, optical fiber amplifiers,
semiconductor optical amplifiers and Raman fiber amplifiers. Currently the most attractive
for DWDM systems is the erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA) because they have the
greatest sain around 1550 nm, polanzation independent gain and almost zero coupling
losses (Pettitt, 1993).

4. Optical Receiver

The optical receiver is used to convert optical signal into an electronic form by coupling

light enerçy from a fiber to it. Generally, optical receiver contains a photodiode with a
hybrid module. Two types of photodetectors, P-1-N diodes and avalanche photodiodes
( N D ) are commonly used in an optical communication system.

The P-LN device

operates with standard low-voltage, and is used in 10 Gb/s and beyond application. But it
is less sensitive and covers a nanower bandwidth than the avafanche model. Avalanche
photodiode is found mainly in high speed with long transmission distances because its high
sensitivity (Takakiyo, 1988).

5. Multi/Demultiplexer

In WDM or DWDM system, a multiplexer 0
is used to combine signals of different
wavelengths ont0 a single optical fiber and a demultiplexer (DEMUX) separates a
multiwavelength signa! into its individual components; fùnctionally, a demultiplexer is a
multiplexer bachwards. The multi/demuItiplexers must produce good adjacent charnel
isolation, have flat output power response in each channel passband, and have uniform
ioss at the center of each passband.
In WDM systems, optical multi/dernultiplexers may be made based on thin film
interference filters, Mach-Zehnder interferometers, acousto-optics filters, fiber gratings,or
integrated optical gratings. Multi/demultipIexers based on integrated optical gratings are
attractive both for mass production and the ability to support a large number of channels.
A variety of designs include blazed concave gratings (Cremer, 1991; Clement, 1992) and

array waveguide gratings (AWG) (Okamoto, 1996). When systems need to operate at 64
or more channels, using integrated concave grating multi/demultiplxer is a possible choice
because of its compactness in construction and promising market tùture.

Chapter I Introduction

1.2 CONCAVE GRATING DEMULTIPLEXER

This kind of grating demultiplexer (see Figure 1-3) has planar integrated circuits which are
usually etched into waveguide layers, oflen silica layers deposited on a silicon wafer
(though InGaAsPBnP is popular as well). The main components of these devices are the
diffraction grating and the input/output waveguides. The input waveguides are used to
launch the light into the slab waveguide where the light is guided toward a diffraction
grating. The light is reflected (and difiacted) by the grating and focused into the output
waveguide charnels. Many versions of demultiplexers have been designed using the
concave diffraction grating design (Sun et al, 1997, 1998b; McGreer et al, 1998b). Since
this kind of grating demultiplexer is used in Our research project, we will discuss its
characteristics in detail in Chapter Five.
Input waveguide
(from no. 1 to no. 14)

Input

(frorn no. 1 to no. 120)

Output light to dekctor

Figure 1.3
Integrrted Concave Diffraction Grating Demultiplexer (Output
channels=120)
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1.3 PDD (POLARIZATION DEPENDENT DISPERSION) PROBLEM

In optical fiber communication systems, light in a fiber can be in any polarization state
even if the liçht launched into the fiber is of only one polarkation state. One of the
polarization dependent effects in demultiplexers made with optical waveguides is
birefnngence (birefringence produces different propagation constant for TE and TM
waveguide modes). Because the modes have different propagation constants, an optical
signal propaçating throuçh a device is split into two components corresponding to the TE
and TM modes. This phenornenon is also referred to as polarization dependent dispersion

(PDD).
The result due to birefringence in demultipIexers is a passband shift of a given
channel for the TE (transverse-electric, with respect t o the slab) and TM (transversemagnetic) mode. This phenornenon is referred t o as Polanzation Dependent Dispersion

(PDD). Demultiplesers should be idealIy polarization independent and until now many
approaches have been made to decrease, compensate or remove the birefnngence (Suzuki,
1994; He, 1999; Worlioff, 1999)
Take the example of our demultiplxer, the total biretnngence is defined as:

B = t??.,[- I l T E ,

(1.1)

where TE and n ~ are
x ~ effective indices for TE and TM mode respectively. If the path
lengh of the TE and TM mode upon reflection from the grating is AL, for the same
grating order the TE and TM mode have the same phase stated as:

so that:

if we take M a s the absolute value of the passband shift of the TE and TM mode
( M = ZI,

- lTE 1 ), n is the average value of the effective index of TE and TM mode (here

n= 1.484),

A, is the stigmatic wavelength used to design the demultiplexer.

Then the total

birefiingence can be caIculated by putting the above values into equation

In the planar optical waveguide circuit, we know that the biref'ringence is composed of
stress birefringence and waveguide birefringence.

Here, the stress birefrinçence is caused by compressive stress which results fiom the
difference between the thermal expansion coefficients of the silica cladding and the
substrate.

Silica waveguides are typically deposited on silicon substrate at high

temperature. When the wafer is cooled to room temperature, the substrate contracts
faster than the silica because it has a higher thermal expansion coefficient. Sumki (1994)

where K and E are the photoelastic coefficient and Young modulus of silica glass
respectively.

&bsba&

.5 x 1O-'

O C 1

for Si substrate) and

lu7 OC-')are the

~ ~ d d d 6 . 0 ~

thermal espansion coefficients for the substrate and cladding glass and AT is the difference

between the glass consolidation temperature and room temperature (Swuki, 1994).
Typical value for B-

is 2 x 104.

Waveguide birefnngence is due to difEerent boundary conditions for the elearic
and magnetic fields (McGreer, 1998a). In another words, it results firom the refractive
index difference between the core layer and the cladding layer. The higher the difference,
will be. Usually the small refractive index difference between core and
the higher Br.,vcgiî~s
cladding is used to get negligible Bvrveyidc
according to Sun (Sun, 1998a). He also
sugguested to design a slab waveguide with thicker core layer (about 3pm) to get the
resuit that waveguide birefringence cancels the stress birefringence.

1.4 OBJECTIVES

As we discussed above, it is desirable to reduce the PDD in demultiplexers fabricated on
optical waveguide. Our research was to introduce extemal stress (strain) into our devices
@emultiplxers fabricated on S O N optical waveguides) and to examine the efTect of strain
on the birefringence. Theoretically, extenal stress on optical waveguide devices definitely
causes the change of refiactive index of TE and TM modes according to photoelastic
effect (Okamoto, 2000). When introducing the extemal stress into our devices, we can
rewrite (1.5) to

B
where

= Binrcrnoisrress

Binicma~Uo.

+ Bmemab, +

(1-7)

is the birefnngence caused by thermal expansion effect dunng the

waveguides fabrication process, Bcxtmah- is the birefringence caused by the extemal

stress we introduced into Our devices. Therefore, the total birefnngence is deterrnined by
the three factors in (1.7).

We hope that the introduced stress can have effect to

compensate the birefnngence and hence to reduce the PDD.
Specifically, Our objectives are to
(1) Theoretically analyze the effects of the strain on Our demultiplexer devices.
(2) Design experiments to introduce strain into devices.
(3) Determine strain introduced into the devices.
(4) Characterize sorne performance of demultiplexers under different stress conditions.

(5) Analyze and discuss the results and compare that of theory.

(6) Find an application of this research.

1.5 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

This thesis consists of six chapters. In Chapter Two, we discuss the introduction of

exiernal stress into our device and how to determine the strain distribution. In Chapter
Three, the effect of esterna1 (stress) strain on Our devices is studied, and some theoretical
results are given. Esperiments to introduce extemal stress (strain) into Our device and
characterize the performance of devices are addressed in Chapter Four. Expenmental
results and discussion are presented in Chapter Five. The conclusion and application of
Our research as well as the fiiture work are summanzed in Chapter Six.

Chapter 2 S i r i n introduced into Samples

CHAPTER TWO

STRAIN INTRODUCED INTO SAMPLES

2.1 BASIC EQUATIONS FOR STRESS AND STRAIN

Consider a thin rectangular plate with length a, width b, uniform thickness h and of
homogeneous material. As s h o w in Figure 2.1, assume the plate is subjected to a
uniformly distributed load acting on the surface x=fa/2 and y=+b/2 and no load on the
surface z=+h/2. It is shown that the principal stress acting on the edge x=fa/S is of a
magnitude CJ,,
per unit area. The principle stress acting on the edge y=+b/2 is of a
magnitude

G
,
,

per unit area. The shear stress on the edge x=ka/2 and y=kb/2 is of

maçnitude a,'. per unit. Since there is rio load on the surface z=kh/2, -=O.
As we know, stress must cause strain, e.g., tensile stress causes tensile strain,
shear stress causes shear strain. Let us take the example of the plate in Figure 2.1 to give

Figure 2.1 Stresses in a plate
some concepts of strain. Suppose the displacements along the x- and y-axis are u and u
respectively. The principle strain along x-, y-, and z-axis directions are s,
shear strain in x-y plane is,,s

s,

s, and

whose relationship is presented as:
(2. la)

Next, the relationship between stress and strain is generally expressed as

where E and v are constants called Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio respectively.
Since we are dealing the case of nZ=O,it is easy to get the relationship between s,
and s==as

s,

Choper 2 Strain introchrced into Smples
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v
--(s*
l-v

+ st,

2.2 SIMPLY SUPPORTED BEAM

Consider a prismatic beam of a uniform isotropic Hookean material with a rectangular
cross section as shown in Figure 2.2.1 subjected to a pure bending, so that a pair of
bending moments of magnitude M are acting on its ends. If the cross section of the beam
is symmetric with respect to the plane containing the end moments, the beam will deflect
into a circular arc because of symmetry, Le., because every cross section is subjected to
the same stress and strain. Let us assume that deflection is small (compared with the
length of the beam). We choose a rectangular fiame of reference x y z, with the x-axis
pointing in the direction of the plane of bending, and z normal to x and y (see Figure
2.2.1 (a)).

The origin of the coordinates is to be chosen at the centroid of one cross

section.

(6)

Neutmi plme

Figure 2.2 Bending of a Prismatic Beam
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The deflection of the beam can be described by the deflection of the centroidal
surface (the planey = 0 when the beam is in the undeflected configuration) and any
displacements relative to this surface. Consider two neighboring plane cross-sections A
and B that are perpendicular to the planey = O when the beam is unloaded. When the
beam is bent into a circular arc, the tw-O planes A., B are defonned into A' and B' (see
Figure 2.2(b)), which remain normal to the arc. That A' and B' are perpendicular to the
centroidal arc is also because of symmetry. See Figure 2.2 (c), let the radius of curvature
of the centroidal arc be R. When the cross section A' and B' are bent to a relative angle of
d û , the centroidal arc length is Rdû; whereas a line at a distance y above the centroidal

line will have a length (R

+ y ) d ~ .The

change in length is yde. A division by its

original length M O yields the strain

In response to the strain s_ there will be stress a,. We now make the assumption
that
O,

an

is

the

- 7 ,- o- = r_ -,
s

onIy

nonvanishing

component

of

stress,

whereas

= O . Then according to Hooke's law, we have

The resultant moment of the bending stress a, about the z-axis must be equal to

- acting on an element of area dA in a cross
the extemal moment M. A force u-dA
section has a moment a m y, hence the bending moment is

where A is the cross section, and the integation extends over the entire cross section.

Chapter 2 SIroin infroduced into Samples
A substitution of equation (2.5) into the above yields

We now define

1

as the area moment of inertia of the cross section and denote it by

A

Then the equation (2.6) may be written as

Consider the beam illustrated in Figure 2.3. Let the beam deflection curve (deflection of
the neutral surface) be y(x). When y(x) is small (much less than the length of the beam),
1

its curvature - =

Y'

,an be approxirnated by

and we set a very usehl equation:
d'y
J'x

1

-= -M ( X )
E?

B y solving this equation with appropriate boundaly conditions, the beam deflection y(x)
can be obtained. More specifically, we can know the strain distribution along the beam
by substituting y(x) into equation(2.5).

Chopter 2 Strain introduced into Samples
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2.3 STRAIN DISTRIBUTION ALONG THE SIMPLY SUPPORTED

2.3.1 One Load on a Beam

Consider a simply supported beam of span L which has a uniform cross section illustrated
in Figure 2.3. If the load P locates at point C which has the distance D fiom A and the
distance L-D fiom B. According to the discussion in Section 2.2, the Ioad P causes

moments Ml in AC segment and M2 in CI3 segment:
AC segment: M, =

P(L - D )
Xl
L

CB segment: M , ='(P

-D)x,

L

- P(X, - D)

Inserting (2.10) and (2.1 1) into (2.19) respectively, we get the two basic equations which
will be used to determine the beam deflection for AC and CB segment:

*

D

L

--

L-lt-t

/%

-=++

A-,

1

/Of

si

A

4

Figure 2.3 A Simply Supported Beam
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d 2y - P(L - D)
XI
d 'x,
L

AC segment: EI-

CB segment:

d 2 y - P(L-D)
x2 - p(x2 - D )
d x,
L

Integrate once and use the boundary conditions
XI

= O,y, = O

X2

=L,y2 = O

Then integrate once more and use the boundary conditions:

W e obtain:

AC segment:

CB segment:

If the deflection at Ioad position C (xi=D) is denoted as y*, fiom (2.14a),

Alternatively, if the deflection angle at the B (farther end will have the same angle) is
denoted as OB,the first order o f derivative of (2.14b) at x ~ = Lgives us

Chapter 2 Strain iniroduced inro Saniples

Combining equation (2.8), (2.14a), (2.15) and (2.16) In AC segment, and
combininç (2.8), (2.14b), (2.15) and (2.16) in BC segment, we derive the strain (on the
top of the beam ) distribution along the beam with the deflection at load position y0 and
that with the deflection angle OB at the edge as follows:
AC segment:

BC segment:

2.3.2 Two Loads on a Beam
If there are two loads on a beam, we can use superposition method to calculate the
deflection, deflection angle and strain across the top of the beam as well. For simplifying
the calculations, we suppose tliere are two loads with same amount P symmetrically
located at B and C each with the distance D fiom two poles shown in the Figure 2.4.

Chapfer2 Sfrain introduced into Saniples
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Because of the symmetry of the load distribution, the study on OB and BE segment is
enough for the results we want.

Figure 2.4 Two loads on a beam

Suppose the deflection caused by the load P at B is y, and the deflection caused
by another load P at B is y*. The total deflection caused by the above two loads will be
the sum of

and y2 by using superposition method (Su, 1986). Hence

In OB se,onient

In BE segment, the total deflection caused by the two loads is:

If the deflection at the center of the beam is denoted as yo, by simply setting xz
(2.22):

= L/2

in

By the similar way in denving (2.16), the deflection angle at the end of this beam (x = L)
is obtained as:

Combininç (2.8), (2.21), (2.23) and (2.24) in OB segment, combining (2.8), (2.22), (2.23)

and (2.24) in BE segment, we derive the fùnction of strain distribution on the top of the
beam with the center deflection y0 or with the deflection angle O@) as follows:

OB segment (0Ix I D):

L
BE segment ( D 5 x 5 -):
2

.(-Y)

h

20
3. L - D

= -x -

%)

-

2.4 BENDING MODES USED FOR INTRODUCING STRAIN INTO

We setup a coordinate XI,

XZ, x3

relative to out sample's position (see Figure 2.5) instead

of z, x, y in t h e coordinate in previous sections to conveniently state the formula we will
use Iatei-. The sample we used in our experiment is of plate shape (the demultiplexer is

Choper 2 Strain introdt~cedinto S@es
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fabricated on it) with the size about 30~8~0.5
mm3. We applied stress by bending our
sample in following two diffèrent ways stated in section 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.

Figure 2.5. The Coordinate Setup Relative to the Sample's Position

2.4.1 Longitudinal Bending Mode

As Figure 2.6 shows, the first way is bending the sample when stretching (or
cornpressing) is parallel to the direction that light travels in the waveguide. In this case,
bending force only introduces strain s
, , and the strains in other directions are zero. For
simplicity, we calculated strain s,, in the same way we calculated strain for simply
supported beam described in Section 2.3. A side view diagram of this bending mode is
shown in Figure 2.6(b). The calculation of strains,, distribution is stated by equation
(2.29) and (2.30). Panicularly, we can calculate the strain at the grating if we know its

position relative to one of the support point (in tigure 2.6 @) the distance is x).

Grating

L

Cb)
Figure 2.6 Longitudinal Bending Mode for Introducing s
, into Sample

2.4.2 Lnternl Bending Mode

As Figure 2.7 shows, the second way is bending the sample when stretching (or

cornpressing) is perpendicular to the direction that light travels in tne waveguide. In this
case, beriding force only introduces strains,, and the strain in other directions is zero.

Similarly, we calculate strain ,
s as the way we calculate strain for simply supported

beam in section 2.3. The side view diagram is as same as Figure 2.6(b), but here we
should make sure that the parameters such as L. D, x should use the data dong the lateral
direction. Equation (2.3 1) and (2.32) are used to calculate strain

~ 2 2 .and

in particularly,

we also can calculate the strain at grating if we know its position as well.

Figure 2.7 Lateral Bending Mode for Introducing ,
s into a Sample

Chapter 3 Efjects of Strain on Devices

CHAPTER THREE

EFFECTS OF STRAIN ON DEVICES

3.1

SOME CONCEPTS RELATIVE TO PHOTOELASTIC EFFECTS

3.1.1 The Index Ellipsoid

The optical properties of an anisotropic medium are characterized by a geometric

construction catled the index ellipoid,

where

71,

= q, are elements of the impermeability tensor q = E&'

.

The ellipoid's

principle axes are the optical principal axes of the medium; its principle dimensions along
these axes are the principal refiactive indices ni, nl, n3 (see Figure 3.1). The index
ellipsoid niny be used to determine the polarization and refiactive indices na and nb of the
two normal modes of a wave traveling in an arbitrary direction. This is accomplished by
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drawing a plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation and passing through the
center of the ellipsoid. Its intersection with the ellipsoid is an ellipse whose major and
minor axes have half-length equal to n, and nt,.

'T

Figure 3.1 The Index Ellipsoid. The coordinates (x,y,z) are the principal axes and
n,,nz,ns are the principal refractive indices. The refractive indices of the normal

modes of a wave traveling in the direction k are n, and nb.

3.1.2 The Plrotoelastic Effect

The optical properties of an anisotropic medium are charactenzed completely by the
electric impermeability tensor 7 =

. Given 7 ,we can determine the index ellipsoid

and hence the refractive indices for an optical wave traveling in an arbitrary direction
with arbitrary polarization.

In the presence of strain, the electric impermeability tensor is modified so that

qvbecornes a fùnction of the elernents of the strain tensor, II, =
is called the photoelastic effect. Each of the nine fùnctions r,&,)

This dependence
may be expanded in

terms of the nine variables s, in a Taylor's series. Maintaining only the linear terms,
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and

are constants forming a tensor of founh rank known as the strain-optic
tensor. Since both {q, } and { s J are symmetncal tenson, the coefficient { p , } are
invariant to permutations of i and j , and to permutations of k and 1 . There are therefore
only six instead of nine independent values for the set (i,j)and six independent values
for (k,1 ) . The pair of indices (i, j) is usually contracted to a single index 1=1,2,3,. ..,6.
The indices (k,1 ) are sirnilarly contracted and denoted by the index K= 1.2.3,. ..,6. The
fourth-rank tensor p, is thus described by a 6x6 matrix p, .
Because electric impermeability tensor Arl, is relative to the effective indices for

,

the TE and TM polarizations, we have special interest in Aq, and Aq,,.. , which can be
explicitly represented by
A~71,

= P I I ~+IP~ ~I I~ Z+ ~
~ 1~
1 3E
3 ~=
1 3P I I ~+
I ~I1 2 ( ' 2 2

A'1x = P m % + PxzSï

+P ~ i i 4 =
; PH%

+ ~ 3 3 )

+PIZ(SII
+%)

(3.4a)
(3.4b)

where the off-diagonal strain elements(the shear strain) are neglected and p. are the
elements of the fourth-rank strain-optic tensor in Voigt notation (Saleh, 1994).
Because of substituting equation into (3.3), the number of variables is reduced. In
1

our chose11 coordinate system, ql1= 7and
'JI
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where we will use ni represent ,
n

and n2 represents n, .

3.2 EFFECTS OF STRAIN (STRESS)ON CONCAVE GRATING

DEMULTIPLEXERS FABRICATED BY SILICON OXYNITRIDE
OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES

This section discusses the effect of strain on the passbands of an integrated optical
demultiplexer that is based on a concave reflection grating. For a wavelength of light to
be within a passband of a particular channel, light rays reflecting off al1 parts of the

grating must amve at the image in phase. In particular, we must have constructive
interference between light that travels a distance Li along one path and light that travels a
distance Lz along a second path, as shown in Figure 3.2.
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+

Figure 3.2 Device h m to satisfy the condition for c o n s t ~ c t i v eintederence before
stretching (a) and rfter stretching (b).

Hence

MA = >t(L, - L , ) ,
where M is an integer and n is the effective index.
Differentiating this:

Let us analyze the right of tliis equation. The second term shows us that this is a
geometric effect, and it is clear to see this effect is independent of polarization. The first
term is a result of the fact that the effective index of refiaction is affected by strain. This
effect is from the strain-optic (photoelastic) effect and it does depend on polarization.
We have chosen a coordinate systern in which the optical film normal is along xl
and the direction of propagation of light is along

x3

(see Figure 2.6). So we recognized
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and
By combining (3.8a) and (3.8b) with equation (3.7), we got

--=L($)+~
s1 t u .
n os,,
For the light in TM polarization, we use equation (3.5) in which i=l corresponding to TM
Mode. Equation (3 -9a) and (3.9b) become (3.10a) and (3.1Ob) respectively.
(3.1 Oa)

Similarly, for the light in TE polarization, we let i=2 in (3.5) which corresponds to TE
mode, then (3.9a) and (3.9b) become (3.1 Oc) and (3.10d) respectively.

By insertinç equation (2.3), (3.4a) and (3.4b) into (3. lOa), (3. lob), (3.10~)and
(3.1Od), the final equations are:
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Since n n and nnr are very close, here we have used their average value n in (3.1 la) and

(3.11b). We looked up

pl1

and prz @~1=0.121,pi2=0.270 (Keith, 1998) and v=0.19

(Samuel, 1991) for silica glass) and used them for approximations for our demultiplexer
fabricated on siiicon oxynitride. We iisted the theoretical results according to the above

s
equations in table 3.1 to show the effects by the dope of passband shift verse strain ,
and s,, into Our sample.
Table 3.1 Theoreticsl results for the effects of strain ~ 2 and
2
s33 (n=1.5)
1 a
--

las,

1 dÂ.
-as33

TE Mode

-0.065

0.767

TM Mode

-0.272

0.728

We see that the size of effect of s,, is larger than the effect of ,s

and both TE

and TM polarization are affected about the sarne amount. This could have an application
when one wants to shifi al1 passbands equally to tune the demultiplexer to match the
transmitter wavelengths. So this effect can be used in tuning of the device. The effect of

s,

is significantly weaker; however this effect becomes strongly dependent on the

polarization of the light. More cleariy, introducing s,

which stretches (or compresses)

perpendicularly to the direction that the light travels can affect the PDD. And imparting
tensile strain into sample can coinpensate the negative birefringence in the waveguide
and we can use this method to reduce PDD.

CHAPTER FOUR

EXPERIMENT

4.1 EXPERIhlENTAL APPARATUS

Figure 4.1.1 is the set-up used to characterize the demultiplexers. The light source is a
New Focus 6200 series Extemal-Cavity Tunable Diode Laser. The laser can be operated
manualiy or remotely using cornputer control.

Light is externally modulated by a

chopper, so that a lock-in amplifier can be used to record the signal across a
photodetector.

Light from the semiconductor laser is in TE mode (horizontally

polarized). To test the response of a demultiplexer to both TE and TM (vertically
polarized) input light, a half waveplate is employed to change TE Iight to TM light. After

light passes through the half waveplate, the electric field along the slow axis will change
phase by x while the field along the fast axis will keep its phase unchanged. For a TE
light, if its direction of polarkation is in 45" with respect to the fast axis of the half
waveplate, it will become TM light after passing through the half waveplate. Light fiom
the laser is coupled into a single mode, polaRzation maintaining fiber which, in tu-

is

butt-coupled to an input waveguide. The single mode polarization maintaining (PM)
fiber is composed of two sections which are connected by a dernountable connector.
Through this connector, visible light can be coupled into a device fiom a visible Iight
laser diode. This makes it very easy to align a fiber with a waveguide in a device during
test, since once the red light cornes out fiom the desired waveguide, it means the
waveguide and fiber are approximately aligned. After switching light source fi-omvisible
laser to IR laser, the relative position of the fiber and the device can be fùrther optimized
to get a maximum signal.

Chopper

Photodetector

Figure 4.1 Experimental Set-up. The laser wavelength was swept from 1520 nm to
1570 nm to measure the passband of each channel.

Another single mode (SM) fiber is butt-coupled to an output waveguide. Both the
input single mode polarization maintaining fiber and pick-up single mode fiber are
aligned with the waveguide by using three dimension positioners. Ideally, the end-faces
of waveguides and fibers should be prepared accurately orthogonal to their axes of
propagation. The axes are then aligned. Since devices are cut by a wafer saw, the endfaces of waveguides are usually very rough and not perpendicular to their axes. Usually
index rnatching fluid is used between fibers and waveguides to increase coupling
efficiency.
The output light from the multimode fiber is measured with a germanium diode

and a lock-in amplifier. The reverse-biased germanium diode with the bias voltage of
1 . W is in series with a load resistor. The voltage across the load resistor is measured by

a lock-in amplifier. To increase the sensitivity and signal to noise ratio (SNR), a suitable
load resistor should be chosen. In our experiment, when we tested the signal from one
fiber directly to another fiber without passing through the sample, a load or of 46.5 R was
chosen. And when we tested the signal from the one particular output channel of our
sample, a load resistor of 1000 M was chosen to get enough sensitivity without using
index rnatching fluid.
A persona1 computer was used to control both the lock-in amplifier and the

semiconductor laser.
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4.2 STRAIN-INTRODUCING APPARATUS

As for the models for introducing strain into our sarnples discussed in Chapter 2 and 3,
we designed an apparatus which is composed of two parts. One part we called the press,
the other part we called the bender. For example an apparatus is showed in Figure 4.2.

Press

Sample

\

Laser Beam

/

Figure 4.2 Apparatus to Bend Sample

Here the press, made of two aluminum blocks and one micropositioner, was used
to move a block down, which in turn pushed a bender down. When the forces are small,
the change of the reading of micrometer that was fixed in the micropositioner gave us the
deflection at loading point at the sample. This deflection could be used to calculate the
strain in the sample. If this apparatus was used to provide large strain on sample, the
laser beam bouncing system (see Section 4.3) was required to determine the grain.

The bender bent Our sample in different ways according to its design.

For

example the bender we called single bridge bender (made of bronze) in Figure 4.2 is
composed of two parts (two support bridges at the bottom and top one) which push our
sample down to realize bending. We give detailed descriptions in Section 4.6.

4.3 LASER BEAM BOUNCING SYSTEM TO TEST THE ANGLE OF

DEFLECTION

When the two supporting bridges under the sample in first stage were only a few
millimeters apart, the force required to bend sample was so large that deflection occurred
in the apparatus and the reading of the micrometer was not accurate enough to be used to
calculate the strain in the sample. Further, we bounced a helium-neon laser beam off the
edge of the device to measure the angle of deflection of the fiee end of the sample (See
Figure 4.3). With this data, we could calculate the strain al1 the way across the sample, in
particular. we could calculate the strain at the grating (see Chapter 2).
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Figure 4.3. Laser Beam Bouncing System to Test the Angle of Deflection

As in Figure 4.3, a He-Ne laser beam first was reflected by a mirror and hit the edge of a
sample, and it was reflected by the sample and hit to second mirror on the ceiling, finally
was reflected ont0 the optical table. The final reflected light was collected by a visible
light photoderector and was tested a lock-in amplifier (we insened a chopper in the HeNe laser beam route). So the position displacement of the reflected Iight spot can be
deterrnined accurately.
Suppose that before bending the incident angle of the first reflected beam referred
as beam 1 is a,and afler bending the incident angle of the reflected beam referred as
beam 2 is a-p (see Figure 4.3 amplified part).

Of course,

P

is the angle of the

deflection of the sample under strain by bending. M e r being reflected by the mirror on
the ceiling, beam 1 finally hits on position xi and beam 2 hits on x2. SOthe displacement

of the reflected light spot is bx = x,x, because of bending. The height from the sarnple
to the mirror on the ceiling is y,, the height fiom the ceiling to the table is yt, the height

of the press block is y3. Suppose the normal lines of the reflected points of beam 1 and 2

-

-

on ceiling inirror were z,o, andz,o, respectively. The reflected the angle of the beam 1

on ceiling n~irrorwas a and that of bearn2 was a-2B.

O ,-Y,-

So we have

= o p , - O,O,

Considering that a and f3 are very small, we can make the approximation of tga = a and
t g î P * ? f i . So we have the conclusion

and the formula of the angle of deflection with the displacement of the refiected light spot

This equation shows us that the angle of deflection is not relative to the original incident
angle of the beam. So by using (4.7) and (2.30), we can easily calculate the strain
distribution on the top of the sample, and in particular we can calculate the strain at the
grating if we know the position of grating relative to that of the load on the sample.

4.4

TESTING

THE

UNIFORM

DISTRIBUTION

OF THE

DEFLECTION ANGLE ALONG THE EDGE OF THE SAMPLE
M I L E INTRODUCING STRAIN

Using the set-up in Figure 4.2, we bounced the laser beam on three different positions off
the edge of the sample (these positions are labeled in Figure 4.4).

We tested the

displacement for the reflected light spot on the optical table corresponding to each
position on the sample. By inserting the angle of the deflection tested from position

B

and C into the equation (2.30), we calculated the strain at grating corresponding to the
reflected laser beam position A, B and C. Figure 4.5 shows that the results from position
A, B and C were very close. It implied that we could bounce the laser beam on only one
position off the edge of the sample to accurately determine the angle of deflection and
also couid guarantee the accuracy.

Figure 4.4 Bouncing Laser Beam on Different Position of the Edge of the Sample

1

2

bending times

Figure -1.5 Results of Testing Strain from Different Position A, B and C along the

Edge of ;i Sample
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4.5 CONIPARISON OF TWO DEFLECTION TESTING SYSTEMS

4.5.1 The Relationship of the Deflection Tested from the Micropositioner System

and from the Bouncing Beam System

In Figure 4.2, we moved the micropositioner to push the press (eg.,single bridge press)
down to bend Our samples. Since the micrometer gave us the reading of the movement of
the micropositioner, we could use the reading to represent the deflection right at loading
position. Initially we did use this method to test the deflection and hence to calculate the
strain at grating by using (2.29). Later we found that in some cases the force that was
required to bend the sample was so large that the reading of the micrometer was not
accurate eiiough to be used to calculate the strain in the sample. M e r we discovered this
we used bouncing laser beam system described in Section 4.3 to test the angle of
deflection and calculate the strain. Figure 4.6 showed the results which were calculated

L

accordin- above two methods when we set up experimental conditions at x = D =-,
2
L=9.0 inni, 18.0 mm and 27.0 mm respectively.

From it we can see their slopes

decreased with the distance L of two supporting rods. When L is larger, the dope is close
to 1. So in this case two testing methods can provide the same accuracy for calculating
strain. When L becomes srnall, we have to find the way to rectify the data tested fiom
micropositioner system, which is discussed next.

Strain %(1 O-')

Figure 4.6 Strain (s~)Calculated by Bounced Laser Beam Method vs. Strain (SM)
Calculated by Reading Micrometer Method.

4.5.2 Rectification Coenicient

As Figure 1.7 shows, the micropositioner was moved by the spring whose spring constant

is k, and force caused by spring is F. When the sample is bending, the real deflection is y
and meanwhile the micrometer gave the reading yhl. According the Hooke's law, we

have

Since F x

O x

L
2

s , and if the condition is x = D = - , strain

Sample

Figure 4.7 The Diagram to Show the Relationship of the Reading of Micrometer
and the Rezil Deflection of the Simple

If we think the deflection y ~ o the
f sample tested by laser beam bouncing system can be
used to represent the real deflection, so we have
Yr. = Y

Combininy (4.9) and (4.10) into (4.8), we have

where .4 is a constant coefficient, which can be determined by our experiment later.
From equation (2.4), we know that y a s,so (4. I l ) becomes

As the results we showed in the Fiy r e 4.6, three groups of data for m were tested under
different condition by equation (4.14) and the constant A is deterrnined as well. Table
4.1 shows the results.

Table 4.1 The data for determining constant A

From the above results, we see that the values of A for different values of D are within
10% of eac h other. So once A is determined, we can estimate the ratio m by equation
(4.14). We used this relationship to correct the values of strain for experiments that we

completed pior to implementing the beam bouncing method of rneasuring strain.

4.6 DIFFERENT BENDERS USED TO INTRODUCE STRAIN INTO

S,4MPLES

We designed four types of benders to introduce strain into Our samples. The first one was

a glass-rod bender as shown in Figure 4.8. The second one was a single bridge bender as
shown in Figure 4.9. The third one was a double bridge bender as shown in Figure 4.10.
The fourth one was a flat çlass-fiber bender as shown in Figure 4.1 1.

1

Glass rods

1.

i l

Output c h m r l

(b)
Figure 4.8 Glass-rod bender. (a) i s the side-view of the bender and (b) is the t o p
view of the bender.

Sample

Figure 4.9 Single bridge bender

Sampte

Grating

Figure 4.10 Double bridge bender

Force

Grating

Output Signal

Fi ber rod

Figure 4.1 1 Flat-glass fiber bender

The strain (especially at grating) introduced into our samples by the first, second

and the fouith type bender can be calculated by equation (2.29) o r (2.30). And similarly,
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by making use of equation (2.25) or (2.26) we can calculate the strain introduced by the
third type bender across the sample. In more detail, here we give the explanation for why
w e designed and fabricated several kinds of benders t o bend Our samples.
In Chapter 2, we discussed the strain distribution on the top of the sample and
equation (2.29) or (2.30) gave the strain calculation at the grating. From these equations,
w e see if the thickness and angle 8 are ftxed, the strain value is decided by the set-up
parameter x, D and L o f the bender. So the choice of the parameter of the bender is very
important to make the measurement and calculation o f the strain at grating easier and
more efficient. So we tried to add load at grating o r close to grating and also the load is
at the middle of the two supports. This set-up makes x

= D a n d L = 2 0 , leading to the

conclusioii that strain (at the grating) becomes inversely proportional to the supporting
length: s,;

x

1

-.

L

We see decreasing L will enlarge strain and it infers that by this way we

can also enlarge the effect of strain on Our sample.
Xfier the first stage in our experiment in which w e simply bent Our sample by

using glass-rod bender and observed that the effect that the TE and TM passband shifi
under the strain, w e designed the single-bridge bender, bi-bridge bender to provide larger
strain inro Our semple. And fùrther we designed the flat-glass fiber bender to provide
much sinaller L and its straight and flat supporting edges overcome the shortcoming of
the bridstl tiIt in the bridge benders.

4.7 ESPERIh.IENT.4L PROCEDURES

4.7.1 Some Characterization for Samples (Testing without Bending Sample)

First we collected data without bending the sample. We used the set-up as in Figure 4.1
Since the samples had the risk of being broken in subsequent bending, we chose some
samples with poor quality and some sarnples with charnels that were damaged. In the
experiment we picked out some good pairs of input channel and output channel, and then
tested and recorded the TE passband and TM passband picked out fiom one or some
particular output channels. Also this first step included the recording of the refiected
laser b e a n ~bounced off the edge of the grating.

4.7.2 Testirig while Bending Sample

While testing, we launched light corn the fiber into one of the following polarization
States: TE mode, TM mode, or a state with approximately equal power in each of these
modes. Usi ng the bending apparatus setup (see Figure 4.2) in the setup in Figure 4.1 and
choosinç one pair of input and output channels, we measured the passbands of Our
demultipleser under stress which was introduced in a direction that is either parallel

(s33)

or perpendicular ( ~ 2 2 ) to the direction of optical propagation step by step. Every time we
bent the saniple, we recorded the position of the reflected light in the laser beam
bouncing system. These data were used to calculate the displacement of the light beam
and hence to calculate the strain.

4.7.3 Squeezing Samples

When we bend the sample we might also squeeze it. We tried to squeeze samples by
using loads on it. Figure 4.12 shows the squeezing set up in our expenment, in which the

boaom of the block is fixed on the optical bench and pushing the screw under the sample
completes the squeeze on the sample.

Figure 4.12 The Set-up for Squeezing a Sample
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RESULTS

S.1

CRARACTERXSICS
OF
PLANAR
CONCAVE
GRATING
DEhICLTIPLEXERS FABRKATED ON SION OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE

5.1.1 Design

In a research proçram that preceded this thesis, planar concave grating multiplexers were
designed rliat were based on the concave grating theory. McGreer (1996) had proposed a
recursioii formula approach to design concave grating. In many cases, the recunion
formula approach was easier to implement than the power-senes approach. Figure 5.1 is
a schernatic of view of a demultiplexer based on concave grating, in which the straight
waveguide was used to coupIe the multiple-wavelength input light Rom the edge of the
chip to the planar slab waveguide region.

Each type of demultiplexer has 14 input

waveguides selected for wavelength tuning. Curved ridge waveguides with a radius of
250 p m were used for the output channels, each waveguide for a specific optical

wavelength. The output waveguides served to collect light at points that have a nominal
spacing of 10 p m and increased the separation to 250 Pm at the point where the light
exited the chip. The novel feature of the dimaction grating is the design on the shape of
the grooves (see Figure 5.1 arnplified part). The grating is formed by etching through the
glass, so that it has a interface between air and the dielectnc optical waveguide. When
the light ray hit this interface at an angle of incidence of 45O, it is reflected by total
interna1 reflection. A second facet of the grove of the grating reflects the light second
time by total reflection so that it heads back close to its point of origin. This retrodiffraction conti yration gave higher resolution and efficiency than the classical blazed
grating (Sinith and McGreer, 1999).
There are five types of demultiplexers were fabricated in the preceding work, The

parameters for these are listed in the Table 5.1.

Input Ridge Waveguide
Output Ridge
/

Slab Waveguide

Input Light

Si Substrate

Figure 5.1 Demultiplexer Fabricated on SiON Optical Waveguide.

Table 5.1 Parameters for Five Demultiplexers (After 2.Sun, 1998)
design
type

diffraction
order

channel
spacing
( nm)

A

75
30

O. 144

B
C
D
E

20
15
20

0.3
0.3
0.2
0.6

( d 7 i / d ~ ~ ) ~output
number
nm,mm
0.015
0.03
0.03
O. 02
0.06

64
64
128
256
64

facet
size
pm
17.1
18.2
9.1
4.6
18.2

min h
nm

Max h
nm

1550
1540
1529
1519
1529

156.0
1560
1567
1570
1567

range
in X

nm
10
20
38
51
38

5.1.2 Fabrication
Demultiplexers were fabricated at the Alberta Microelectronic Center Facilities fiom a
single mode slab waveguide composed of a 2 pm SON waveguide core with a refkactive
index of 1.492, a 0.5 p m Si02 upper cladding and 5 p m Si02 lower cladding with
refiactive index of 1.45 (also see Figure 5.1). The layers were deposited onto a silicon
substrate using plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) with silane,
ammonia, nitrous oxide, helium, and nitrogen. The device pattern was transfemd to a
chrome mask by Iithography. The grating and ridge waveguide were etched together
with one reactive ion etch (RIE) process. The RIE had a 2.6 Fm depth and yield nearly
perpendicular sidewalls (89.4"). The devices were diced fiom the wafer with a wafer
saw. The chip size was around 1 0 x 3 0 mm2 (detailed data can be obtained in Table 5.1).
The most critical procedure was the reactive ion etching procedure. This was critical
because it was important to develop an etch process that provided vertical walls along the
diffraction grating.

51.3

Performance

To understnnd the performance of demultiplexers, here we give a brief description

through insertion loss, dispersion, polarization dependence, isolation and emperature
stability.

a) Ittset-liotI loss

Al1 of our demuttiplesers had a? a fiber-to-fiber insertion loss of at least 18.6 dB in the
long wavelength range and as much as 42 dB in the shon wavelength range. Waveguide

loss was the main contribution to the total insertion toss.

The waveguide loss is

composed of slab waveguide loss 1.8 dB/crn, and ndge waveguide loss 2.8 dB/cm at
1550 nm. The ioss value increased dramatically when laser wavelength was shorter than
1538 nm. The diffraction loss for the first channel was about 0.5 dB, and about 5.5 dB

for the Iasr channel.

The loss difference between TE and TM light is referred as

polarization dependent loss (PDL). For Our demultiplexers, on the average, output signal
for TE light was 0.45 dB higher than that of TM light.

b) Dispersiot~
Figure 5.2 showed the transmissivity curves for 60 output waveguide of a demuitiplexer
o f design A. Each output waveçuide had a peak response of a different wavelength. The
adjacent output had passband with wavelength that differed by 0.144 nm (ie., channel
spacing is 0.144 nrn) which was listed in Table 5.1. The f i I l width of half maximum
(FWHW) of the passband were typically less than 0.2 nm and full width of the main lobe

was tyicrill5- less than 0.6 nm.

1558

1560

1562

1564

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 5.2 Spectral response for 60 output waveguide of a demultiplexer of design
A. Each output waveguide has a peak response of a different wavelength.

c) PoZarixtion Dependerit Dispersion (PDD)
The performance of the demultiplexer is not only dependent on the wavelength of the
input signal (ie., the spectrometer fûnction of the demultiplexer), it is also dependent on
the polarization of the light within the waveguide because of the birefiingence as we
discussed in Chapter One. The measurements were made with both TM polarized light
(with respect to the slab) and TE polarization for the peflormance of the device. In the
devices considered in this work, the shift in wavelength for the TE and TM modes was
measured for several channels in each device. The average shift (PDD) was 0.9

- 1.7 nm

in the rneastired devices. F i y r e 5.2 shows the polanzation dependent dispersion for a
sarnple of d e s i g C .

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 5.2 Polarization Dependent Dispersion (PDD) for a Sample of Design C.

d) IsoIation

Generally speaking, isolation describes the rejection of signal power fiom o r t o another
channel. It is a critical parameter in fiber optic communication systems where the
minimum requirement is usually 22dB.

e) Temperature depe~zdence

B y testing the spectral response under different temperature, we know the temperature
dependence o f the dispersion was 0.023 n&.

5.2

RESULTS FOR THE EFFECT OF STRAIN O N SAMPLES

WITH THE LONGITUDINAL BENDING MODE

Using the bending methods stated in Chapter 2, we tested a series o f samples in t w o
bending models with different types of bender to introduce stress (strain) into the
samples. This section gives the results for the strain effects with the longitudinal bending
mode. That with lateral bending mode will be given in Section 5.3.
W e put a sampie into one of the benders and use the bending apparatus t o bend it
in the longitudinal mode as we described in section 4.7.2. We launched Iight into one the

input channels, scanned wavelength from 1520 t o 1570 nm, and tested the output signal
from a particular output channel of the sarnple. From the results of passband shift and
passband sensitivity for TE and TM modes, w e can understand the effects o f the strain
introduced by lonçitudinal bending.
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5.2.1 Passband Shifts for TE and TM Mode

With lon_eitudinalbending, we used the glass-rod bender, single bridge bender, double
bridge bender, or flat glass-fiber bender to introduce strain into Our samples. Here we

give the results for different saniples.
Figure 5.3 shows the result of sample Cr x-26. The passband shift for the TM

mode is 0.20 nm and the shift for the TE mode is 0.23 nm under compressive strain.
These shifts are almost equal. It is clear that both passbands for TE and TM mode both
shifl to lefi, Le., to the shorter wavelengths. Figure 5.4 showed the TM mode passband
wavelength shifts under a series of strains. Because the compressive strain is negative

and both TE and TM mode passband shifts are negative (corn larger wavelength to
smaller wavelength), the sensitivities of both TE and TM modes are positive. This result
is consistent with the theoretical analysis in Chapter 3.
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f 564
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Figure 5.3 Passband Shifts under Compressive Strain in Longitudinal Bending

I

Figure 5.4

I
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I
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TM Mode Passband Wavelength Shifts under a Series of Strains

(Dashed one is unstrained)

5.2.2

The Linearity of the Passband Location Varied with Strain for TE and TM

Mode
To experimentally determine how sensitive the passband position is to the applied strain,

we recorded the center of the passband for several different values of strain for both TE
and TM niode. Here we used Sample Cr4-26, glass-rod bender. Launching light into
input channel6, we measured passband fiom output channel C(channe1 5 1).
Figure 5.5 shows the location of passband center of TE and TM mode versus
compressive strain in longitudinal bending. We see that the passband did shif't linearly
with strniii and the sensitivity was detemined from the slope of this curve.

The

sensitivities to strain for the TE and TM modes are equal within experimental error. This

suggests that we can tune the passband to fit the receiver by introducing strain in
longitudinal bending. The sensitivities are listed in the Table 5.2.

,

1551.0

1550.5

I

I

1

TM Mode
TEMods

-

-
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Figure 5.5 TE and TM Passband location varied linearly with strain
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5.2.3 Sample to Sample Variation of Results

Table 5.2 The Effects o f Introducing Longitudinal Strain s33

l

Sample

I

Passband

l

Passband

Passband Shifi

Sensitivity

TE Mode to TM Mode

5.3

RESULTS FOR THE EFFECT OF STRAIN O N SAMPLES

WITH THE LATERAL BENDING MODE

Following the similar experimental procedure used as in Section 5.2, we test the effects

of the strain on samples with the lateral bending mode.

5.3.1 Passband Shifts with Strain

With lateral bending, following similar procedures used with longitudinal bending, we

measured the passband of the sample under strain. Figure 5.6 shows the results of sample
CR4-26 under compressive strain (s~~<O).
The TM passband shifted 2.82 nm and T E

passband shifted 1.34 nm. Figure 5.7 showed the passband shift under tensile strain, in
which the TM passband shifts 0.69 nm and TE passband shifis 0.22 nm.

Figure 5.6 Passband Sliifts under Compressive Strain with Lateral Bending (szz<O)
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Figiire 5.7 Passbsnd shifts under t e n d e strain with lateral bending (s2pO)

These data demonstrated that both compressive and tensile strain caused passband

shifts for both TE and TM modes. Compressive strain caused the both passbands to shift
to shoner wavelengths and tensile strain caused the shifis to larger wavelength. The
directions of these shifis are the same as that with longitudinal bending.
A s o from the Figure 5.6, we see that the shifi for the TM passband was greater

than the shift for the TE passband. These data indicated that the PDD was increased corn
1.6nm to 3.1 nm under compressive strain (s22<0) From Figure 5.7, the data showed that

the PDD decreased from 1.5 nrn to 1.O nm under tensile strain ( ~ ~ ~ 2 We
0 ) .tested several
samples uiider stress in lateral bending and found the similar results. The results are
listed in Section 5.3.3. Evidently introducing strain

S ~ into
Z

Our devices (dernultiplexers)

can control polarization dependent dispersion (PDD). We also found that the strain
required to fracture the sample was hipher with compressive strain than with tensile

strain. The range for these two kinds of strain introduced into sample is discussed in
Section 5.4.

5.3.2 The Linearity of the Passband Location Varied with Strain for TE and TM

Mode
With lateral bending (introducing sZ2),we recorded the center of the passband for several
different values of strain for both TE and TM modes. Similar to the effect of s33, we see
the passband shifled linearly with strain. But the sensitivities for TE and TM modes are

very different. Figure 5.8 showed the results of sample Cr9-B 13. From the different
slopes of two curve in this figure, we inferred that the curves would cross at one point,

which would be the point of PDD=O, i.e., when the sarnple was in a suitable t e n d e strain,

PDD=O.
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Figure 5.8 Passband Location (both TE and TM mode) Varied Linearly with Strain
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5.3.3 Sample to Sample Variation of Results
We listed the results of the samples we tested under strain s22 in Table 5.3. We see that
except for the data fiom sample Cr4-26 (channel C), most of the samples had a TE
passband sensitivity close to 0.21 and a TM passband sensitivity close to 0.75. Al1 the
samples gave the sensitivity ratio of TE mode to TM mode around 0.28 which is very
close to the theoretical result we calculated in Chapter 3. We will give conclusions after
summarizinç ail the results in Chapter Six.

Table 5.3 T h e Effects of Introducing Strain szz

P
Passband

Passband

Passband Shifi

-

Sensitivity

Sensitivity Ratio

5.4 STRAIN RANGE INTRODUCED INTO SAMPLES

In the experiment set-up showed in Figure 4.1, we measured yl=lWO mm, y2=1620 mm.
We bent our sample and measured the displacement bw of the reflected light spot off the
edge of the sample after each increment in stress. We measured the passbands fiom one
or two particular output channels of our devices at each increment of stress. Using
equation (4.7) we detemined the angle of deflection

P. The maximal positive strain

(tensile strain) at grating that we applied was 8 . 6IO+,
~ and the minimal negative strain
(compressive strain) at grating that we applied was 1.89~
10". If we introduced strain
into samples beyond the above range, the samples were fractured and could not be used.

5.5 RESULTS CONIPARISON FOR TESTING PASSBAND FROM

DIFFERENT CW4NNELS FOR ONE SAMPLE

While bending one sample, we measured passband from different channels and the
results sliow they agree with experimental error (except for one data point that we treat as
an outlier). From it we concluded that the effects of strain on Our sample does not depend
on the output channel. Table 5.4 shows the result comparison of sample Cr4-26 under
strain s+O
channels.

which were tested fiom the same input channel, and four different output

Table 5.4 Result Cornparison for Testing from Different Channels

Channel

-- (TM Mode)

1 dA
-(TE Mode)
il as

1 ail

A. as

1

Channel A

1.O 0.2

+

0.2 1 f 0.06

Channel B

0.7810.03

0.12+0.02

Channel C

0.82I0.01

0.20f 0.03

Channel D

0.8IO.1

0.23 0.03

I

+

5.6 SQUEEZING EFFECT ON SAMPLES

We also tried to squeeze the sample and see if there is effect on the passbands. From the

results we tested, we found that both TM and TE passband did not shift under squeezing,
We also found that squeezing the sample attenuated the light and consequently reduced
the heigiit of the passband peaks. We found that the TM passband height was more
sensitive to squeezing than the TE passband height. We also found that even though the
wafer used to fabricate our device can withstand 15,000 kg loading by the press without
any damage, our device cannot give any output signal under the squeezing by the press

that provided the maximal 5,000 kg loading. Further, when we released the loading from
the sample we found both TE and TM mode peaks went back again. Figure 5.9 showed
the effects on sample Nov22-B13 tested fiom two pairs of channels. From them we see
that the magnitude of TM passband always decreased faster than that of TE passband.

1550 O

1552.5

1555.0

1557.5

1560.0

1562.5

Wavelength (nm)

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 5.6 The Effects of Squeezing on Samples. (a) shows the results tested under

a series of increasing loading from one pair of channels, and (b) shows the results
from nnother pair of channels. When the sample was taken out of the press, the
pealis went back up.

CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSIONS

6.1 CONCLUSIONS

In our work, we introduced the external strain into our integrated optical demultiplexers.
The strain-induced changes in the effective index that we measured for our devices are
large enougli to dramatically change the birefringence, and in tum, change polarkation
dependeiit dispersion of our devices. Our experiments showed the tuning effect of the
strain for 1onçitudinaI bending in which the stretching or compressing is parallel to the
direction of light travel. This result agreed with theory very well. Also our experiments
showed the PDD control effect of the strain for lateral bending, in which the stretching
(or compressing) is perpendicular to the direction of light travel. This result qualitatively
agreed \\.ith the theory but was a factor of three Iarger than that expected fiom theory.
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One exciting result from our experiment is that strain can reduce the wavelength
misalignment of the TE passband wavelength relative to the TM passband wavelength by
0.5 nm. Although our device still had PDD with the applied strain, this is a large enough

effect to completely cancel the PDD in most integrated optical demultiplexers that are
reported in the literature.
Experimental and theoretical results for the effective index dependence on strain
are listed in Table 6.1. Here the values in brackets are fiom theory and those without
brackets are frorn experiment.

Table 6.1 Effective Index Dependence on Strain
o the or^)

nd,

Experiment

TE Mode

TM Mode

1
I

(PDD ~ o n t r o l )

1 dn

(Tuni ng)

ndî,,
(-0.065)

(-0.233)

0.20M.02

-0.2M.1

(-0.272)

(-0.272)

We found that an integrated optical demultiplexer is an ideal device for the

measureinent of birefringence. By selecting one of the output ports, the photodetector
responds only to light that has a particular wavelength in the optical waveguide. As the

effective index changes, the fiee space wavelength of the light must change accordingly
if it is to reach the photodetector.

6.2 FUTURE WORK

1) Strain in other directions

We have introduced the strain into Our samples in two typical directions. Future work
should measure the effect of the strain that is introduced into samples in other directions.
That could confirm and enrich the resuks we got in this thesis.

2) Samples in other material

We have showed the results of the sample fabricated on SiON optical waveguide. There
are other optical components fabricated by other materials. Future work could do similar
research on these components.

3) Resolvirig discrepnncies

The espei-iriiental result of introducing strain into samples disagreed with theory by a
factor of tliree. Future work rnay give a good explanation for this.

4) Improving resolution

Some straiii effects can only cause small change of birefnngence and hence cause srna11
changes in the output passband. A laser source with better resolution and stability and
with Iess noise could be used to improve the accuracy of the results.
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